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1"The Cost of Freight Transportation",
I Introduction.
During the century just closed, particularly '.he latter half,
there has been an almost revolutionary change in the organization
and methods of the productive industry; and, perhaps, the feature
I which made such great changes possible, the transportation element
is of the greatest importance.
At the "beginning of the century, the articles necessary for
subsistance we re, with few except icns , raised wholly within the
districts where they were consumed and those articles coming from
a distance Ave re rendered almost, out of reach "because of the risk
and consequent expense attending their transportation. The prices
of such articles were doubled, tripled and often quadrupled one
hundred miles from the place of their production. The contrast
offered now is almost incredible when • one stops to consider in what
even the laborer indulges. The common articles of his food may
consist of meat' raised one thousand miles from the packing house
I which itself may be several hundred miles from his town. His
coffee may have been grown in Ceylon or Brazil; the fruit on the
table may have been gathered in Mexico, Italy or California. He
wej.ro woolens made in Massachusetts and grown in Montana; his
wife's silks were woven in France and his children's toys were made
in Germany. Such a condition has been made possible only by the
medium of transportation.
In fact, nearly all commodities of current use represent the
combined productive efforts of those who create , respect ively, form

utilities and place utilities Jand t lie effect of the development
of modern transportation agencies has "been to give relatively
greater importance to the production of place utilities. As rail-
way transportation is regarded as the cheapest method of transpor-
tation, it has heen and still is the greatest factor for the reduc-
tion of the total social cost of subsistence by permitting form
utilities to he given to each commodity under the most favorable
condit j ons
.
There are almost innumerable examples of the changes wrought
and the advantages gained through transportation, but space does
not permit discussion. In fact it is the purpose of this essay
only to collect and briefly discuss some principal points pertain-
ing to the subject, leaving those who may be interested to consult
the many excellent sources available.
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Explan ation of Ctatistics
.
Work is defined as the product of a force into the- distance
through which it acts. It is easy to concieve that transportat ion
inay he expressed in somewhat similar units. Hence, T rans portat ion
may he defined as the act of conveying a certain quantity of matter
over a certain distance. As it is most convenient to use the t on
for Expressing weight, and the mile for denoting distance, the
unit of transportation- the product of the quantity and the dis-
tance- is the Ton Mile . This unit is used in the compilation of
all statistical, reports and the transportation of all indevidual
lines is always expressed in the "number of ton-niles" or the
"numher of tons per mile of line". Other units are used such as
the "train-mile", hut these are only"ton-miles " in a different
form.
The Inter-'Jtate Commerce Commission has divided the country
into ten different sections, and as the conditions vary in each
section, the discussion will "be "bases as far as possihle upon this
divi si on
.

Ratemaking in Pract ice
.
With the opening of the first transportation line, the rate
problem came into existence . The first means of transportation
was "by horse or mule.- and the rates were excessive and would at
present seem exorbitant. Following this came the more modern
methods of transportation, the steam railways which slowly extend-
ed their lines as pioneers throughout the western part of our coun-
try. The growth of the railway milage in the United States has
"been very rapid. With a total of 23 miles in 1830, in seventy
two years ( less than three quarters of a century) the growth ex-
ceedes 202,475 miles- the largest annual increase "being in 1867,
when the milage increased 12,876 miles. (See Chart I).
With this increase in milage the opportunities of the exchange of'
commodities were increased and the trade stimulated to such a de-
gree, that the output began to grow with even increasing rapidity.
The rates first established by the railways which though
much greater than most roads find themselves able to charge and
while based on the old system of animal transportation, were so
much- less than the residents tributary to the new roads had been
formerly obliged to pay that they were hailed as eminently satis-
factory by the patrons. The rates under these conditions are sel-
dom continued for any length of time. As the rail facilities inc-
reased means of communication with the localities increased to
such an extent that the expansion of trade increases at once.
Farmers increase their output, and the railways to stimulate the out
put lower their rates.
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5With the rapid growth, and the consequent reduction of rates,
the railway endeavored in some way to systematize their rates; hut
as experience in such matters was lacking, the first rates were
estahlisxied on the principle of all that the traffic would hear;
and while the railways first established were trying to work out
their salvat ion , othe r roads were "building into the territory.
Accordingly, another elexcaBt int roduced-that of competition- which
prill he taken up later.
Therefore it is readily seen that rar modern rates are the
results of years of experience and practical thinking, and rate
making was and still is a problem. However, there are three main
factors upon which rate making may he said to he ahsolutelj- depend
ent,and these are selected for discussion.
Factor s in Rat e -m aking .
The three general factors which govern rates are:-
(1) The general cost, of the service as performed hy the
Companies
.
(2) The competetive re quirme nt s
.
(3) The value of the service pe rformed with reference to
the value of the freight, the degree of risk attending the trans-
portation ; the facilities required for sijecial t ransportat ion ,etc •
( 1 ) Gen e ral Cost of the Se rvice .
As a method of comparison, a railway may he considered as a
power plant, selling its service at a certain rate, and one may con-
sider in a general way what the plant does for this compensation.

Firstly, the railroad has to maintain in good condition its
roadbed; its "bridges; tunnels and embankments ; and its crossings
,
fences along the line and culverts. Also, it is obliged to main-
tain its equipment consisting of locomotives and ears together with
the shops and machinery necessary for their repair. This, perhaps,
may he said to he the part of the plant actually producing the
transport at ion
.
In the second place, the railroad provide and maintain very
costly terminals , depot s and -rece iving stations for freight before
transportation, ard distributing depot safter the freight has com-
pleted its passage. It maintains expensive freight yards for the
making up of trains in order to secure efficiency of train service.
This part of the plant while it does not actually produce transpor-
tation smooths the way and prepares it for its production.
Aqp>±y) ,he railroad employs a large force on men to conduct
its transportationjanother force to collect freight aid secure bus-
iness for the road. It has superintendents who supervise the work
of all the departments. It operates the telegraphic department in
connection with its work; it may operate a lighterage equipment for
ferrj' service and it may do a multitude of other- things to further-
its service that cannot be mentioned in this discussion.
In general then, the railway as a plant has to maintain itself
at a large expense in order to sell its services.
It is evident from this gener-1 statement of facts, that an
almost infinite number of factors enter into the cost of the service
both preparatory tc the work done and in direct transportation.
In endeavor ing, therefore , to determine actual units of cost , a highly
complicated orginizat ion has to' be dealt with and hard and fast

7rules cannot "be laid down. It is also evident that an apportion-
ment of expenses "between freight and passenger -business is just as
complicated and to say the least, somewhat inaccruate varying in
almost every report. Hence, at this stage of the discussion , no e
effort will he made to distinguish between the two. However, as
the expenses due to freight transportation is far in excess of
that due oo passanger traffic, an enumeration of the costs of the
service as a whole will give a considerable insight into the ex-
penses incurred hy the freight traffic.
As has beer; indicated previously, the Cost of Service is di-
vided into several main sources of expenditures. With the ex-
pense account of the railways as a soiree of imformat ion , it was
found that the expenditures were classed according to their rela-
tive importance under four main heads. Namely, the cost of trans-
portation due to
(a) Conducting Transpcr<,at icn
(Td) Maintenance of Way and structure.
(c) Maintenance of Equipment.
(d) General Expenses.
In order to show and briefly discuss these four main heads,
they will be taken up in order of their precedence as indicated,
(a) Conducting Transportation.
In 1902, fifty four and sixty seven hundredths (54.67 )per
cent of the total operating expenses of the railroads in the
United States was dispensed for conducting their transportation.
This per centage, as would be supposed, is divided among a number

of different items of expense. As a source of interest as well
as information, the following list cf a few important items, as talc
en from the I.S.C.C, report., is given.
Item ?er cent
Locomotives 21.38
Fuel for Locomotives 10. 7
S
Engine & Roundhouse men 9.40
Water Supply .62
Supplies-oil, waste .58
Train Service and Supplies 7.24
Station Service & Sup. lies 7.51
Swit chmen , Flagmen ,Watchmen s 3.98
Superintendence 1.71
Gar Milage -Balance • 1.48
Injury to Persons 1.05
Outside Agencies 1.58
Telegraph , 1.74
All other expenses
The last item includes ahout thirteen items of minor impor-
tance such as; Rents for Tracks; Stock Yards and Elevators | Stat-
ionary and Printing chargeable to this department; etc. It may
pe seen that as a little more than one fifth of the cost of trans-
portation due to conducting it is directly ahargeahle to the Loco-
motive, great stress should he laid on its increased efficiency.
That such is the case at the present time, no proof is needed as
the effort in this direct icn is recorded in all the technical pr-
icdicals and even in t he current puhlicat ions
.

9(b) Maigtenamel of Way & Structure .
Again, according to the statistics of 1902, tewnty-two and
twenty six hundredths percent (22.26,<) of the total expenditures
of the railrcads of the United States were chargeable to maintain-
ing the roadbed and structures along the right of way. To this
head, certain items are chargeahle, some of which are indicated in
the following list.
Item Percent
Repair of Roadway 11.53
Renewal of trees and rails 4.36
Repair and Renewals of "bridges and culverts 2.59
Repair and Renewals of buildings and fixtures 2.56
Repair and Renewals of fences , signs , guards etc. .63
All other expenses .79
The last item includes such items as; Repairs and renewal of
telegraph, docks and wharves, and a few incidentals.
The most important item of expense due to this head is the
repair of the roadway which depends on the materials used in its
construction and the manner of construction. Rut a great part of
this expenditure may he assumed as the expense incurred by decrsas
ing grades and curves having in mind the decrease of locomotive
power , decrease in the wear on the track and increase speed in pass
anger service.
(c) aintenance of .Equipment
.
The expenditure due to the maintenance of equipment in 1902
was nineteen and thirteen hundredths per cent (19. 13^) and was di-
vided among the following important items:
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•
Iten Percent
Repair and Renewals of freight cars 1
Repairs and Renewals of locomotives 7 «25
Repairs and Renewals of passenger cars 2.16
Repairs and -Renewals of Shop machinery «64
All other items *
The items of greatest importance under this source of expense
are those chargeahle to the car and locomotive service. As to the
former, reference need only to he made to the publications which
indicate ever growing tendency toward the use of steel in construc-
tion. While this increases the firat cost, it decreases the cost
of repair and has other advantages to he spoken of later.
With the addition of the per cent indicated in this list of
the locomotive service, the total per cent chargeahle to this, "branch
of the transportation element is 28 . 63/£-nearly 30fi. Such an
amount serves to indicate the importance which should he attached
t c it
.
Another way which indicates the expense of the locomotive
service is the cost per mile. The following list will give a com-
parative estimate taken from three representative railway systems.
Pennsylvania Railway.
Year Division Total Repairs Fuel Stores R.H.
1898 all .1323 .466 .684 .022 .151
1899 " .1347 .490 .0694 .022 .141
1900 .1544 .05bl .0791 .024 .148
1901 " • .1647 .0622 .0853 .024 .148
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Wi scons in C antral
Average Cost in cents per mile
.
Year To£al
18.97
Repairs Fuel Stores
.18
Wa{ e s
P
1899 o • 39 8.11 7 .29
1900 20.06 3.47 3.83 .20 "7.54
1901 22.33 4.23 9.98 .23 7 .89
1902 23.60 5.33 9.87 .25 8.15
1903 26 . 67 5.65 12 . 28 .26 8.48
Union Pacific
Years Total Repairs Fuel Stores Wages
1903 34.33 10.39 12.49 1.53 9.92
Some other items of cost prove interesting- the miles run
per ton of coal and per pint of oil. The reports of the Wise on
sin Central and Union Pacific give the following estimate
Wisconsin Central
Year- Cost of Coal- Miles run per ton- Miles per pint of oil
1899 .67 20.62 21.30
1900 1.28 19.69 18.93
1901 1.28 20.20 17.67
1902 1.04 18.68 16.49
1903 .956 15.99 ' , 17 .05
Union Pacific
Year Cost of Coal "T iles run per- ton Miles nm per pint of oil
1903 1.75 14.04 14.35
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Of course , these estimates vary with the peerage milage of the
locomotive- out the greatest variation was only a few miles in five
^ears as recorded "by reports examined- the average monthly run "be-
ing ah out 3,400 miles.
( d ) General Expenses
This fourth and last division of the "General Cost of Service*
incurs an expense amounting in 1902 to three and ninety five hund-
redths percent (3.95$) of the total operating expenses and are
enumerated he low:
-
Item Percent
Salaries of General Officers «935
Salaries of Clerks and Attendants 1.24
Law Expenses • 5^
Insurance «41
General Office expenses . «41
All 0/ther expenses »40
Compared relatively, the General Expenses have heen affected
more than any of the other factors. Refer ing to Chart II it is
found that while new duties for the clerks and other members of the
general office force have increased , the total percent expenditures
have steadily decreased. This is, purely and simply a direct re-
sult of combination.
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Determination of the Cost of Freight Service.
While it may seem almost paradoxical, it is never-the -less
true that with the exception of lines having a large t on -milage
,
it was almost impossible to find the actual cost of transporting
a ton of freight one mile.
The Interstate Commerce Commossion says n whenever there
has "been an attempt to find the actual cost of transporting freight
it has "been laborious and not at all accurate and the best esti-
mates have "been arrived at roughly by making, arbitrarily, allowan-
ces and assumptions" It is easily seen that the cost chargeable
to the freight may vary in almost as many cases as the number of
estimations. Different roads may or may not charge the same item
or Lhe same per cent to freight transportation. The latter may
also vary greatly with the territory. For instance , there are
railroads in operation, as the coal roads of Pennsylvania which
haul only freight and there are other roads such as the Few Eng-
land railway in Group I where there is more passenger than freight
traffic. Again, there is no exact method whereby the amount char-
geable to the different items of general expenditure to the ac-
count of freight traffic. It is plain enough that the proportion
of the total expenses due to the freight service is more than the
passenger service and that a greater percent should be charged to
this branch of the service. Knowing the different items of ex-
pense, it is possible by properly distributing the different items
to compute the cost of a ton -mile. But to do this requires expe-
rience and a vivid insight, into those various items of expense.
And why would net the men whose business it. is to allot to each
branch of service its proper proportion of the total expense vary
a great deal in tneir views of what was the just amount to charge
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to the freight transportation ? However this "cost" is found in e
some cases and although the method of computation is not known, as
has "been said, it may "be assumed that it is fairly accurate . It is
not the purpose of this essay to endeavor to introduce a method
whereby the cost of transportation may "be reduced. This would "be
preposterous as well as impossible for as has "been said, it requires
years of practicle experience and intelligent insight into the
source of expenditures.
At f irst , however , the Interstate Commerce Commission requir-
ed the railroads to give in their report the proportion of the op-
erating expenses assignable to fit traffic with respect to the four
main items of expense to which reference has already "been made.
The following was taken from the Commiss ion 1 s report classified
under the four main sources of expense.
Year I II III IV Average
1888 67.547 62.15 6G.14 60.95 66.36
1889 67.92 61.21 66.81 59.63 65.08
1890 70.18 62.90 67.96 61.40 66.38
1891 69.27 61.50 67.66 61,32 65.92
After the country was divided intq groups, the Commission
prepared tables giving the percentage assignable to the freight
service as shown "by the following-
Group Per cent in 1892 Per cent in 1893
I 52 53.24
II 68 66.73
III 68.85 68.28
IV 66.68 66.53
V 67.86 66.11

Group Per cent in 1892 Per cent in 1893
VI 68.60 68.22
VII 66.83 66.63
VIII 68.42 68.68
IX 71.84 72.92
X 58. 46 57.46
Average for the U.S. 66.51 6 6.15
From this table , it can "be seen that the proportion varies in
the different sections as one would naturally suppose that it
should vary and not withstanding the discontinuance of this secticr
of the Commission's report, it gives an insight into the question
under discussion. By comparison of the average proportion for the
country as a whole, the proportion assignable to the freight traffic
is practically the same -namely 66/.. Mr.Woodlock in his hook on t
the Ton -mile Cost says "The amount of energy directly employed in t
the unit, of service or work done tends to constancy'.' -he report of
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company was taken and the ratio between
the total expenses and that proportion assignable to freight ser-
vice tested . This was found to be practically constant (about
6 9/0 for a period from 1865-1901 and the ration between the expense
due to transportation of freight and the ton miles of freight car-
ried was the ton-mile as given in the report and shown by Chart >To.3
Therefore it is first necessary properly to apportion the
expense and as the ton-mileage is known the cost per ton-mile is
found.
We may summer ize what has been said on the determination of
the cost of the freight service as follows:
1- It is impossible to determine absolute ton-mile cost in en
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case.
2- Only on a road doing a large amount of "business is it pos-
ible to determine approximate ton mile cost since the more dense t
the business done, the more correct "becomes the factors and the more
accurately do the; tend to measure or govern cost.
3- That the cost varies with the section considered.
4- That the proportion of the total expenditure assignable to
freight traffic tends to constancy and is probably an average of
about 66/£ through the United States.
In conclusion , it. may be stated that since the cost, varies as
the circumstances vary all the time, a pre determination of a ton-
mile cost is absolutely impossible.
(2) Competitive Requirements.
Mr .J .F.Hudson defines Compet it ition in commerce as"ths rival-
ry of producers , merchants , and carriers; each of them striving to
secure business by holding out superior inducments for the employ-
ment of his services". The "superiority" may be either in quality
or promptness of service or cheapness of the same. In any case,
however ,"che purpose of competition in transportation as well as
in manufactures or trade is to secure patronage by doing more for
the same money than any rival. Hence, it may be said that compe-
tition seeks to increase profits by enlarging the volume of the
business done so that a small profit yields greater returns than a
larger margin on a small volume of transact ions ; and while its act-
operation enhanches increased gains to lawful enterprises , the rail-
way interest seems to have repeated the old adage that "competition
is the life of trade "-at least the practical denial of it Is so
general in the present combinations and pooling orginiza.t ions , that
in the modern railway worlu competition is not found except among
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the large organized groups composed of the leading interests. In
fact, at present , there is practically no ahsolute free competition
exist ing.
There is no doubt that competition has an influence on a
railroad policy and rates; hut actual cases exist on all railroads
where no direct competition exists. The railroads have no mono-
poly over transportation as a whole, hut each railroad does have a
monopoly over that traffic along its own line that cannot take
other routes- that it is priviledged to do as it pleases as regards
its local traffic. It may charge two or three times as much in
proportion to the distance as it does for competing points; it may
assess upon this husiness any rate which according to its judge-
ment the traffic will hear; or it may charge to the local point
the full rate for hauling it through the local station to the ter-
minus of the road and hauling it hack again. This local husiness
while it may seem, and generally is, small at each station, is great
in the aggregate. It has he en said that of all the railway traf-
fic in the country , "there is not five percent that doesnot at some
point experience the ahsence of competition. Take for example,
a manufacturer whose plant is located where two or more railroads
compete for his husiness. He may not feel it on the shipment of
his products ;hut the raw material from which the product was made,
the coal, ore, pig iron 1" cotton has has felt it at some point.
Again, the shipment of grain from a western city often gets the full
"benefit of competit ion; hut the grain has suffered the effect of
exclusive control at the local station where it was first shipped
and where the rate for carrying it a hundred or two hundred miles
to the nearest competetive point may he as much as the charge for
transporting it from the point to the seahoard 1000 or 1200 miles
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away. Hence, the shipper who starts freight at local points has
no check upon the absolute rule of the carrier except, as it may
he influenced "by what the traffic will hear or hy a remote hope
that another parallel line may he "built into the territory and
share the way "business of the then existing line.
While competition is excluded from the vast volume of traffic
at local points, it is the fight for the long distance traffic into
which competition enters as an important factor. The through
freight traffic is the kind of freight transportation which produ-
ces the greatest ton -mileage and Ire ice the greatest revenue. As
the railwa; milage of the United States has increased the number of
routes which commodities may take in "being transported over long
distances have correspondingly increased and the competition for
this kind of traffic has resulted. It is at this point in the
discussion that. the form of competition involved is changed from
that "between competing points over a short distance and "between
paralell lines to the competition in v/hich several roads are invol-
ved providing the carrier is not enabled to transport it over its
own lines to its final destination or the point of shipment. This
competition has given rise to all kinds of pooling and traffic agre-
eements and the competition of long circuitous and "commercially
illegitimate" routes for traffic that would naturally traverse
cheaper and more direct lines. ITr.Hewcomb in his volume on "Rail-
road Economics" gives several examples of such routes which serve
to illustrate the indirect routes that traffic may follow. He
says , "Between St. Paul and Chicago, with a short distance of 373
miles , traffic is carried hy a line 734 miles in length. Prom Chi-
cago to Hew York, twenty one routes ranging from 912 miles to 1376
miles compete for traffic while between Omaha and San Francisco,
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there are five of which the shortest is 1865 miles and the- longest
2724 miles. Besides the numerous regular and "tramp" steamships
available for shipments from Few York to Hew Orleans,more than
ninety all rail lines are each actively seeking a share in the "bu-
siness. The most direct of these is 1340- miles in length or 711
miles shorter than the longest. As an example of competitive
train service, it, is not necessary to add to the "bare statement that
forty four trains leave Chicago for New York every day and that
similar duplication of service exists wherever the same cities are
connected "by competing railways". As has already "been said this
form of traffic is the most profitable "because of the reduced cost
of its transportation per ton -mile. It requires smaller terminal
charges and less special accomodation, and it represents a greater
ton-mile revenue ;but it must "be remembered that it also requires
a large expenditure for outside agencies and advertising. These
expenses now so reluctantly incurred are impossible of reduction or
elimination from the cost of railway operation ; and if totally elim-
inated, would acrue to the benefit of the general public through
further reductions in rates.
The field of action of competition which if allowed to exist
would have been very broad indeed; but, as has been suggested, its
independent action is confined as between the large railroad groups
which still further retain it by interline agreements which, while
unlawful, exist to a greater or less degree. Interline agreements
are accomplished in one or more of four ways. 1. Agreement to
maintain certain rates. 2. A division of the competive traffic
among the interested roads according to certain agreed percentages.
3. A division of the total earnings of the interested lines that

have been derived from the competitive traffic according to speci-
fied ratios. 4. A division of the field, each company receiving
a section of the country within which it, is to conduct its "business
unmolested "by the other companies in the agreement. The first
form is the one easiest to adopt and was the first employed "by the
railroads to regulate their competition. The second and third
forms are called pooling and up to the time of the establishment of
the Interstate Commerce Commission was actively employed "by the ex-
isting railway systems.
It is possible still further to detail how competition af-
fects ratemaking "but enough has "been said to show the fact that it
plays a most important part in rate determination. Hence allowing
this "brief discussion to suffice for this paper we consider
3 The Value of the Service Performed.
This third and last general factor of the cost of transpor-
tation while "by no means of less value in the formation of rates
than the other factors,from the fact that its application is com-
paratively clear, will receive only "brief discussion.
When one stops to consider the vast, variety in the kinds of
freight offered for transportation and also tha variety of facili-
ties required for moving it, the fact that this factor is one of im-
portance is more clearly seen. Hence in determining the rate that
a certain article will fairly "bear the value of the service based
upon the character of the article, what risk there is attending its
shipment , what special facilities it requires during its shipment
and its value as a production must necessarily be taken into acco-
unt.. In justice to the carriers, it must be acknowledged as fair a
and right for them to charge specie a much higher rate than coal,
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although, in practice specie is more convenient and economical to
handle. A car load of specie may pay nore for transportation than
a train load of coal and fairly so. A train load of high class f
furniture will pay more that a train load of iron castings or pig
iron for the same reason. Again
,
perishable freight and stock and
such other business involving large terminal expenses and risk in
transportation will pay more than business not involving risk and
such expenses.
Again , another factor upon which "the value of the service" is
based is the amount offered at one time and the distance to be car-
ried. Practically, all traffics provide a higher rate for freight
offered in "less than car-load lets" than the same freight in "car-
load lots" for obvious reasons. Anything tending to decrease the
number of large shipments and increase the number of small shipmen-
ts of the same class of freight will tend to increase the average
ton -mile revenue for such freight although there will be no change
in the number of ton-miles.
The value of the service rendered with reference to the char-
acter of the freight, its degree of risk attending transportation
and the facilities re quired, the amount offered for transportation
and the distance to be carried for a greater part form the. basis of
all the "Freight Classifications" in use at the present time.
However, since the commercial and the transportation interests of
the country are regarded as identical and the welfare of the whole
territory and all the interests effected must be considered. The
Freight Classifications are to a small degree a series of compro-
mises. ITot alone the railroads but also the shippers and business
interests throughout the country join in classifying the freight.
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Without entering into any discussion , it might "be said that at. pre-
sent there are three general Freight Classifications in use through
out the United States namely the Official Classification, The South-
ern Classification and the Western Classification-all operating in
prescribed territory under the direction of Committees stationed
respectively at ' rew York City , Chicago , and Atlants C-eorgia. Be-
sides these, there are classifications published "by the R.R. Commi-
ssions of Illinois , Iowa,Georgia,North Carolina and Florida applying
to shipments moving "between points in those states.
To illustrate the classification of freight , extracts from the
Iowa a.K. Commission report of 1901 may be given. These will serve
to indicate the points just brought out. From the extarcts it
will be seen that every article is taken separately, and assigned
to a class which varies as to whether the consignment be in "car lo
load lots" (C.L.) or"less than car-load lots" (L.C .L.
)
Artic les L.C.L. - C.L
Brass Articles
Bars, Tubing, Flues, rolls-boxed- 2 - 4
Castings 2 - D
Ingots
-——,3 - 4
Vessels 2 - 3
Brick
n 1 Is cl —— — — — — — — — ^ — ^
In boxes 4
Paving D _ D
Canned Goods
P ickles,Kraut , Tomato, etc. 4 - 5
In whj.s classification is grouped every article that mav be
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shipped and the conditions in which it may he offered. By referr-
,
ence to the table of maxlmian rates ,an extract of which is given
^elow,the rate for any class may be found.
Mdse • in c^nts Special Carload Classes
Mlies pe r 100 lb • in cents per lb.
5 1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th . 5th. A. B. C. D. .E.
5 14 11.9 9.3 7 4.9 5 4.9 4.2, 3.5 2.8
10 . 14.8 12.6 10.1 7 . 4 5.2 5.3 K O«J • e. 4.4 3.7 2.96
25 17. 14.5 11.3 6. 5 5.95 6 5.95 5.1 4.25 3.4
100' 24 20.4 16. 12 8.4 9 8.4 7.2 6 .43
(In the table are given rates for every 5 miles from 5- 500)
It may be at seme future time that some one expert in the
matter of freight rates will arrive at some conclusion whereby the
value of the service rendered will be established upon some pract-
ical basis, but at this time the patrons must leave it to the jud-
gment of the companies and the commissions appointed for rate ad-
j astme-* .
Some of the Probable Cause s in the Reduction of Freight Rates
Having discussed in the preceeding pages the question of rate
making to some extent and incidentally the decline of rates, this
paper would hardly be complete without at least an attempted dis-
cussion of seme of the probable causes of this continued reduction
in freight rates.
The increasing us- of the transportation facilities is both
a cause and a result of the reduced prices at which those facili-
ties have become available for public use.
After the Civil War, it seems that all the railroads of the
country quickly and eagerly grasped the fact that their towage
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could be multiplied "by stimulating shipments "by the reduction of
rates. The cost of a railroad which moves 800,000 tons per mile
of line in not materially greater than that of another railroad
the traffic of which is relatively meager and the total expenses "by
no means vary in the same Bat io as the traffic. In consequence
of this fact each increment of traffic permits the distribution of
expenses among an increased number of tons and ton-miles and thus
reduces the average amount of cost assignable to each source of ex-
pense. This,which is no less than the "law of increasing returns"
as applied to railway business signifies that without changes in
rates increased traffic tends to increase gross earnings faster
than expenses and consequently to produce increased profits. The
absence of such profits is due to the fact that the benefits of
the savings per unit have accrued to railway patrons through redu-
ced charges instead of the owners of railway securities through
higher rates of interest and of dividends. Mr .h.T .:Tewcomb in re-
ferring to the increase in traffic per mile of line during the de-
cade just passed says "During the year 1867 railways having a total
length of 15,651 miles or 42% of the entire milctge then in opera-
tion carried an aggregate traffic of 279,712 tons one mile per mile
ofli 3. These roads included those in the most developed sec-
tions of the country and having the densest traffic so that the av-
erage for the entire country was probably considerably lower.
In 1872, the average was 331,958 or 6±fo of the railway milage; In
1877,345.773 on 77^'; in 1882,457.016 on 80^; in 1887,513.513 on
787< and in 1892 and 189 6 543.365 and 523.832 respectively on prac-
tically the total milage of the United States. The decrease from
1892 to 1896 is attributed to the general business depression and
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the fact that it was accompanied "by decreasing ^ +ter than incre-
asing charges is due to the severe economies practiced and the al-
most universal impracticability of advancing rates" Still further
to illustrate the growth of the fjrt ight traff ic , according to the
report of 1890 on the 158000 miles of railroad 619,165,630 tons
were carried while in 1901, the 194,455 miles of railroad in the
United States transported 1,084,066,451 tons of freight. That the
aggregate tonage should in so short a period almost double itself
while the milage increased only 18$ serves to force a conclusion
that herein is the prohahle reason for- the decline or rates.
But if the increase in traffic was not accompanied by rela-
tive economies in freight movement, the reduction of charges to sue:
a degree as they now occur would he practically impossible. In
other words, the decline of rates has been assompanied by a decre-
ase in the cost of the ton-mile. This factor is principally the
result of three distinct elements,namely; Cl) An increased efficien-
cy in the facilities for handling the heavy traffic; (2) the incre-
ased capacity of cars; and (3) the increased power of locomotives.
However to begin with, there is one important factor that must
not be forgotten when the decreased cost of transportation is talk-
ed of and that is the enormous decrease in the price of steel.
The importance of the use of in all railroad construction is well
known. Mr.Mewcomb in his "Railway Economics" in speaking of the
importance of the reduction of the price of steel rails says , "The
substitution cf steel for iron as the material from which rails are
made and in later years of heavier rails, has been greatly fostered
by the progressive reduction in the cost of rails attributable to
Improvements in steel and rail-making processes. The manufacture
of steel rails in commercial quantities in the United States began
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in 1867. The average price during that year waB$120,12 per ton.
In 1880, the price had declined $c 7. 50, and 29 per cent of all rail-
way track in the country tvere composed of steel rails. The price
in 1390 was -131.75 and 80 per cent of all track was of steel; in
1896, the price was v 28. and but 12 per cent of the total trackage
remained of iron. Heavier locomot ives , larger cars, faster and larg
er trains are o;ccndary consequences of the reduced cost of steel
rails and these increase the efficiency of the trains as a machine
for moving commodit ies" . This argument, goes a great way in the
explanation of how the railways have given assistance to the prod-
uctive industries which service has reflected to them in the way of
reduced prices of the productions.
It needs no argument to prove that the increased effeciency
in the facilities for handling the traffic in the form of heavy ra
rails, steel Tor idges
,
good "ballast, and increased terminal facilities
has done a great deal tc decrease the cost of transportation. In
fact, while these improvements have meant large expendetures it was
only through these vast expende tures that an increased weight of
locomotives and cars and the consequent increased volume of traffic
has oeen mads possible.
Referring to Chart No. showing the "average number of tons c«
carried one mile", the steady and yet rapid increase of this part-
icular tonage is explained by the increased capacity of the cats
and the decreased per cent of dead weight. Twenty five years ago,
the average freight box car in the United States had a capacity
ranging from 16000 lbs. up to 24000 lbs., a total outside length of
26 ft. 2 ins.', and an outside width of d ft. 8 in. Then in lobl,
the 40000 lb. car was introduced with a total length of 34 f t . 9 ia
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and a width increased to 9 ft . 1 in.; this in 1885,was followed
by the 50000 lb. car with a total length of 33 ft. 9 in. and 9ft.
1 in. in width. Tn 1898, cars were constructed having a capacity
of 30000 1Tb. and in 1901, "box cars were made with a capacity of
100000 lbs. having a total outside length of 37ft. 2 in. and 9 ft.
5 in. in width. But compare the capacity , which represents paying
freight, to the dead weight as shown oy the following table taken
from the Pennsylvania Railway Report:—
Date of Capacity Weight of Per Cent of
adoption Empty Car Dead Weight
1879 24000 20,300 .84
1881 40000 24,900 .50
1885 60000 30,000 .50
1898 80000 35,300 .44
1901 100000 45,300 .45
The above table serves to indicate not only the way in which
the paying load has been increased but also leads to other conclu-
sionse.g.- a reduced number of cars in use and a reduced empty car
movement and the consequent reduction of capital engaged; shorter
trains for given tonage and the increased paying load hauled by
each locomotive ; and the available capacity of the permanent way is
utilized to a greater extent.
These are some of the results of increased capacity of cars
which have served to reduce the rates.
This period of larger cars is likewise the period of more
powerful locomotives. These have so far increased in size that
they now represent a weight upon the driving wheels of 160000 to
176000 pounds while the latest type of locomotive of all for use
on heavy goods ,has a total weight on drivers of 200000 lbs. or
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more. The "Atlantic" type of engine which is now in common use on
most of the eastern roads on fast freight trains has a total v/eight
of 176000 lbs., exclusive of tender, and is provided with a traction
increaser which supplies a temporary addition of 10000 lbs. to "be
used in starting. Another leading feature of the present locomo-
tive is the fact that a wide fire "box permits of a larger grate area
than has "been possible he re t o-f ore
,
giving a greater effeciency in
the consumption of fuel and the evaporation of water and greater
ease in stoking engines of so large a size.
From the foregoing argument, one may grasp some of the prin-
cipal reasons for the decline of rates. Many secondary causes
might be shown, such as the interchange of cars, unification of the
traffic relations etc.; but space will not permit.

American vs. European Freight Transportation
.
29
When one endeavors to compare the freight transportation of
Europe with that of America, it must "be remembered that the condi-
tions under which the services are performed are very different
from those existing in this country. In America railroads are
"built and service constantly "being improved with the object in vie
of greater effeciency of conducting freight traffic and there"by
increasing the ton -mile revenue. In .Europe owing to the density
of the population, the passenger traffic is the one which is the
greatest source of revenue and is consequently the branch of ser-
vice the effeciency of which secures the most attention.
In America as has been presented, railroads have a large am-
ount of traffic and ,by interline agreement or other-wise , haul *Li
over a considerable distance in cars of large capacity. In Europe,
however, the ton -milage is snail and the capacity of the cars is
small being an average only Of 5 tens. Furthermore , it is impractic
cable to increase the capacity since the terminal facilitiesare so
small. In other words, European railway conditions are such that
a large ton-milage and consequently a large ton-mile revenue is
impossible and in America ,every condition is such that large ton- I
milage is not only possible but in such a degree that the same ex-
ceeds the aggregate ton-milage of Europe.
From what has been said, it would be infered that the freight
charges in the United States are much lower than those of Europe
and the decline is much more rapid. The average ton mile revenue
that has been received by the total milage of the United States was
.75 cents in 1901. In 1891, the average was,. 395 / and during the
years from 1871-1881 the average fell almost one third, the lowest
1
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average ever reached was in 1892 when it fell to.724 since which
time the prohlem among the railroads of the United States has not
"been how to secure or increase the freight "business "but how to
transport efficiently the immense quantity that was offered them.
In fact, after charges have "been lowered in times of "business de-
pression to secure traffie,the.y have been advanced in good times in
order to discourage it until the traffic cculd he disposed of. Of
course this is only temporary and when the times are normal the
rates are again lowered.
In Great Britain , there are no available statistics showing
the revenue per ton-mile. The revenue has "bees estimated "by Mr.
Pratt to be "somewhat more than 2fL, However, the conclusion must
not he drawn that the average rates are two and two-thirds these
of this country because the rates very frequently include charges
fcr the collect ion and delivery of goods. All then that can be
said of British rates as compared with American rates is that they
are higher hut how much higher can not he estimated.
The rates of both Prance and Germany may fall under the same
classification and seem to be a mixture of fast freight , special and
preferential rates having no adopted standard whatever. In 1899,
the rate per ton(2.20 j/lb.) mile was 1 . 42/f while on the railroads
in Prance, it was l/c5 In Russia, the rate is from 4.2 /tto
2.3 si for any shipment less than 10 tens according to the length
of haul, and represents about 20$ of the total tonage. About 17^ is
carried at "special" rates and the remaining 63/' is hauled at pre-
erential rates which ::r. Pratt says in his "American Railroads" to h
be officially described to he applicable to agricultural and in-
dustrial products and intended to facilitate import and export and
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increase the traffic of the country" T'e further says , "The prefer-
ential tariffs are employed as a "bounty to enable certain sections
of Germany to export their products ;as an export county on the trade
of Germany with the countries about the eastern Mediterranean; as
an aid to shipbuilding ;as an aid to manufactures "by cheap rates
on fuel; and as a means of relieving the distress of any portion of
the country that may have suffered from floods or had harvests".
In France, the railways are under immediate gcverment super-
vision, each road having a monopoly tributary to it. Here, the
tariffs are different on each of the six separate systems. The
normal charges , however, are particularly high, but their effects upon
the average ton -mile revenue are largely overcome "by the special an
and preferential rates existing on each line.
Jn Austria and Hungary, the "zone principle" is applied to the
freight bus iness , and the charges for long distances are propor-
tionally less than for short distances. The rates vary with the
class and quality of the goods shipped. however these countries
differ from their European neighbors in that they have a classifi-
cation though simple and and there are few exceptions to the class-
ification. The revenue per ton -mile for ordinary freight in 1900
was 1.16 / on Hungarian roads and 1.3/ on Austrian State roads.
In stating the cause for the difference in freight rates in
this country and in Europe, we have referred to the dense traffic
shipped long distances. In the United States in 1901, the average
distance traveled by a ton of freight was 252 miles; in Germany. 60
miles; in France, 80 miles; on the Austrian State roads ,30 miles; and
in Italy, 70 miles. Hence the freight rates in the United States
is and must necessarily he low since a large share of the tonage is
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shipped in carloads and train -loads hundreds of miles.
Other conditions such as the lower number of employe s per
mile of road in America as compared with Europe and the cheapness
in fuel have placed the American rates in their present low state,
"r. C.Johnson says "The most important causes of low rates have
their xiiiluences which have resulted in superior- technical effeci-
ency of the American freight sen/ ice as compared with European co-
untries". This is a result of competition which compelled the
roads to reduce the movement cost to the lowest possible level, and
although, with the exception of France, the competitive element is
not absent, the stress of rivalry has heen far greater in America
than in Europe.
Conclug i on.
.
It has been the purpose of this essay to discuss some of the
principal points dealing with the cost of freight transportation.
It has been written from from the economic point of view as well
as the practical with the object to combine the two in such a way
that some insight may be given as to the existing conditions re-
garding the cost of the freight service. The importance of the
traffic as a whole can not be over estimated. The growth of the
country as well as tie present era of prosperity are, without ques-
tion, tne direct, result of the enormous transportation facilities a
our command. The industry has grown to such large proportions in
such a small space of time, that those who have the management , are
without sufficient experience to undertake a statement of the ac-
tual coses of the service,without a thorough investigation for the
purpose of establishing rates on a systematic basis. They must
make the rates to suit the conditions which must, for the present at
least ,be left to their judgment.
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A number of different remedies have "been from time to time
suggested to the Inter State Commerce Commission through Congress
or interested parties whereby the rates may be standardized. In
the last session of Congress, a bill was introduced giving the Com-
mission the right to regulate rates. In fact present indications
are that those who are giving the subject time and thought agree
that there in no one or even such an experienced body as the Comm-
ission is capable of forming a rate schedule to suit the conditions
They do not feel that the "time is ripe".
However , there is a policy of instituting economics in the
engineering departments of the road. This fact illustrated by the
growing tendency in this direction. As in any productive industry
a thorough understanding of the cost of production and the means
of its further reduction reflects on the economic conditions of the
country to render it healthful. It is at just such a point that
the railroads now find themselves. They are striving 10 lower
their charges through economies in the service as well as in thor-
ough orginization so 'chat the services of capable engineers are in-
dispensible
.
Therefore, in some future time when ohe railroad as a private
or public institution has become to be known and thoroughly under-
stood, it will then be time either by the company themselves or by
state or federal commission or both to establish a uniform system
of rates to be used over the whole United States.
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